
Prescriptive Insights
Drive Fleet Uptime

The Marine division of an F100 Industrial
delivers superior diesel engines,
generator sets and propulsion systems.
Their Asset Intelligence teams monitor
thousands of on-water assets to drive
superior performance leveraging Physics-
based Analytics.

Razor™ Advantage
Challenges
A Fortune 100 Industrial delivering machinery, engines, financial products
and insurance globally leverages a team of data scientists to drive asset
reliability in the Marine Division. One area of focus is the deployment of a
broad set of physics-based analytics for use in monitoring engines,
generators and propulsion systems for on-water fleets.

CONTINUOUS INNOVATION To deliver superior performance for their
customers, they must provide insights in an accelerated time frame, with a
sufficient window to have meaningful impact on a vessel’s operations. It’s
not enough to visualize impending failures. The visualization needs to be
timely, delivered as early as possible, and impact operational costs.

DATA PROLIFERATION More assets are delivering more data with higher
granularity. Sifting through the data to define optimal vs anomalous
performance outside the established analytics is time consuming. And the
bandwidth required to build new models places a high demand on existing
resources. In many cases, adding more sensing only exacerbates the issue.

• Improve anomaly detection
• Deliver critical insights earlier
• Utilize existing data, as-is, where-it-

is with no additional sensors
• Eliminate cost of  data 

harmonization & cleanup
• Accelerate model development & 

deployment for existing teams
• Minimize impact to Data Science & 

operations team bandwidth
• Integrate with existing technologies 

and teams to amplify effectiveness

Driving Asset Effectiveness with Razor™
“…previously we got 6 minutes lead time on failures, Razor™ tells us days in advance…”  

Benefits of Razor™
DATA TO INSIGHT- FASTER Razor™ increased insight visibility generated by existing data streams from what was
previously six minutes in most cases, to several days. This expanded alert window allows operators to better plan and
schedule service, while avoiding costly outages.

EXTENDING BANDWIDTH OF TEAMS Razor™ delivered analytic models far faster, allowing data science teams to better
prioritize workloads, while complementing the existing physics-based analytics already deployed.

EFFECTIVE COST CONTAINMENT The deployment of additional sensing to detect specific anomalies is deferred, as richer
insights can be gleaned from the existing data streams. Current data is used as-is, where-it-is, further reducing cost by
eliminating the need for costly aggregation and harmonization.

THE CUSTOMER’S BIG WIN:

Critical Insights Delivered Days in Advance, Instead of Minutes

Model Development Accelerated, Freeing Up Data Science Teams

Utilized Data As-Is, Where-It-Is, Reducing Cost and Time to Value
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